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• Collects:
– All theses carried out in Greek academic institutions
– All theses carried out by Greek researchers in academic 
institutions outside Greece – officially accredited by 
the corresponding Greek authority (DOATAP)
• Declaration by degree holder on access policy
– Embargo period allowed 
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• 28.000 catalogued theses
– From 29 countries
• 19.500 full-text
• Records included in DART Europe
• Harvested by various other aggregators
– openarchives.gr, WorldWideScience, VOA3R
• More than 1.200 visits per day in last trimester
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Theses in Archive per year
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55% from Search Engines
• 5461 metadata records – most peer-reviewed 
publications (1960 – today)
• 1640 full text (30%)
• Multiple ways of collection
– Self-archiving
– Retrieval from international databases
– Cataloguing by EKT/NHRF library
• Multiple value-added services for attracting 
researchers to using the repository
– Citation extraction
– Personalised services
Helios – NHRF Institutional Repository
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• 58 FP7 publications 
• Small percentage of entire number of research 
publications
• FP7 funds only a limited fraction of research 
output
Helios – application of OpenAIRE
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Project in self-archive form
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List of FP7 project publications
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